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Abstract

Intervention trials in cancer survivors play an important and growing role in complementing the wealth of knowledge obtained from observational studies about how lifestyle can improve clinical, physiologic, and psychological outcomes. As the number of intervention trials grows, attention to study design and reporting is essential to establishing a high-quality data pool from which to make evidence-based recommendations and guidelines. We highlight several key issues important to the design and interpretation of intervention trials in cancer survivors. Intervention dose and duration both matter in trials of cancer survivors, yet few trials have evaluated different intervention doses and few intervention trials with multiyear follow-up exist. Finally, there is a need for interventions both of longer duration and those that take a practical trials approach and reflect clinical practice to speed implementation within practice and improve outcomes for cancer survivors. Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev; 20(10); 2078–84. ©2011 AACR.

Introduction

Both randomized intervention trials and observational studies serve important functions in advancing our understanding of the role of lifestyle in the cancer survivorship experience. Observational studies have provided important evidence that lifestyle can improve the quality and quantity of life in cancer survivors and are discussed in detail in Oeffinger and colleagues (reference information TBD) in this special issue. Randomized trials are expensive and less frequently implemented, but, when conducted well, add key insights on causation in narrowly defined populations. Clinical medicine has historically been dismissive of observational findings (1) despite several recent key reports showing comparable results between well-conducted observational and randomized trials (2–4). However, the ability of intervention-based research to answer the myriad of questions facing oncology clinicians and cancer survivors may be limited. Here, we focus on key issues in study design in cancer survivorship research highlighting the relative strengths and limitations of intervention research. We organize our discussion using broad categories of how such research is typically described (i.e., exposure, outcome, population, implementation), recognizing that these components are often inextricably linked and choices in one inevitably influence the others. We focus on intervention trials of exercise in survivors as an informative example, drawing on other survivor intervention modalities as needed.

Exposure/intervention

Intervention trials offer the advantage of a tightly controlled exposure, often with measurable adherence. However, in some cases, this becomes a disadvantage. Intervention trials cannot easily evaluate dose response. Similarly, they cannot answer the question of what dose of a behavior is necessary to create clinically meaningful change in the outcome. Often, when a study fails to achieve the desired result, the discussion notes that the intervention dose may not have been large enough (or delivered for long enough) to change the endpoint. In their study of strength training to preserve bone in breast cancer survivors, Winters-Stone and colleagues failed to see a significant effect of the intervention on hip bone density, despite finding one at the spine (5). They note that a greater bone loading may be necessary to preserve bone density at the hip in postmenopausal women. This example highlights the way that observational and intervention research must work together to advance our understanding of lifestyle in cancer survivorship. Using exposure doses identified in observational research as significantly associated with changing the desired outcome, be it quality of life or survival, intervention trials are more likely, though certainly not guaranteed, to achieve success. However, if a significant result is found, it provides the strongest evidence that the dose used is causally associated with the outcome and makes a strong case for developing future intervention messages for that intervention dose. Despite the importance of dose in medication intervention...
Adherence poses numerous challenges in intervention research as researchers must balance the need for measurable adherence with the flexibility study participants desire to continue engaging with the intervention. The long-term adherence to behavior change is particularly important for cancer survivorship studies of physiologic endpoints, as in bone density mentioned above, but also for studies of recurrence, survival, and comorbidity conditions (e.g., cardiovascular disease). As study duration lengthens, adherence and retention challenges often become greater. Studies that engage participants remotely or at home for some or all of the intervention may promote higher long-term adherence to the behavior change (11). However, to date, these studies have generally relied on self-report of behavior adherence, which is known to have error for many lifestyle factors including diet and physical activity (12–14). Studies have shown that interventions can induce learning effects in behavioral self-reporting independent of real change in behavior (15). Post-hoc analyses can evaluate adherence as a predictor of the outcome, but by doing so, the analysis loses the strengths of a randomized trial and it becomes an observational analysis. Of particular concern is that the disease causes the behavior change. In survival trials this is worsened by recurrence and other complications that alter ability to exercise, decrease appetite, or otherwise reduce adherence. To maximize the value of the randomized trial, greater attention to intervention adherence in the cohorts created by intervention trials’ adherence levels would allow for a more refined understanding of the intervention effect. Follow-up after the active intervention is completed requires rigorous epidemiologic methods for maintaining high follow-up rates and endpoint confirmation. To date, few trials (16) have conducted long-term follow up of participants after the active intervention period. This, again, highlights the complimentary roles that the two study designs can play, a notion that is increasingly gaining traction, even in drug studies (17).

The timing of the intervention in relation to disease and the outcome likely plays an important role in the associations seen. The carcinogenic process can include substantial lag time from when exposure matters for an outcome, as seen for smoking and colon cancer risk (18). However, trials do not easily have the ability to evaluate the effect of exposure/intervention timing on the outcome as that is set by the study protocol and eligibility criteria. Intervention length also becomes a challenge in cancer survivors, often similar to the challenges faced in cancer prevention studies (19). Lifestyle interventions lasting 6 months or less are common. In their review of exercise studies among cancer survivors, Speck and colleagues report that only 40% of studies published through November 2009 lasted greater than 3 months (6). Pekmezzi and Demark-Wahnefried noted that there is a trend toward studies of longer duration in more recently published studies (11), and report that in studies of weight management in survivors published between November 2007 and June 2010, duration ranged from 6 months to 2 years. The challenge with such interventions is that the maintenance of the behavior change is not typically evaluated, yet is often necessary for the lifestyle change to impact outcomes. An intervention of this length may also not be long enough to change some physiologic endpoints. As noted before, an exercise intervention of 3 or 6 months is likely not long enough to alter bone density (5). In this regard, observational studies have the potential to provide important clues if they can establish that participants have been engaging in a behavior consistently over months or years through repeated exposure assessment. This again points to the importance of linking the intervention design, including exposure dose and intervention length to the biology of the primary endpoint and highlights the limitations that can arise when using intervention trials to examine secondary endpoints.

Defining which component of an intervention drives changes in the outcome can also be challenging in
intervention trials. The Women’s Intervention Nutrition Study, a randomized intervention trial of dietary fat reduction in women with breast cancer (20), resulted in a significant reduction in recurrence. However, the intervention, in addition to reducing dietary fat intake, also resulted in a significant decrease in body weight in the intervention versus control arms. As both diet and weight loss have been shown in observational studies to reduce recurrence, the WINS trial could not be said to definitively show that dietary fat reduction reduced breast cancer recurrence. The subsequent Women’s Healthy Eating and Living (WHEAL) study randomized women with breast cancer to a dietary intervention targeting increased fruit, vegetable, and fiber and decreased fat intake and found no effect on recurrence or survival (21). Similarly, when a yoga intervention is shown to improve quality of life (22), the effect could be due to any number of the components of yoga—including movement and meditation. Multi-component interventions are common—Speck and colleagues (6) found that a quarter of exercise studies in cancer survivors included other components and Pekmezi and Demark-Wahnefried (11) similarly found multicomponents in recent lifestyle interventions in survivors. Post-hoc analyses can often explore questions of the component driving the outcome, for example, distinguishing those who exercised more or less, or controlling for weight change can provide some insight into the exercise effect, but this becomes an observational, not trial analysis. The use of multicomponent interventions in trials provides a unique set of interpretation challenges. In designing such studies, the investigators likely seek to maximize the benefit participants might obtain by participating in more than one type of behavior change, but as we have highlighted, interpreting the results, positive or negative, can then pose challenges. Multiamr trials can help in some situations, such as trials that include an exercise only, a diet only and an exercise plus diet intervention arm to compare with the control or usual care group.

Trials are an excellent setting for exploring safety questions in cancer survivors as was done in the Physical Activity and Lymphedema (PAL) trial which rebuked the previously held assumption that women with or at risk for lymphedema could not engage in strength training exercises (23, 24). However, for trials to be able to answer safety questions well, the data needs to be systematically collected. Trials where contact time is differential between arms are particularly subject to concerns that the intervention arm receives more care and thus has more opportunity to report adverse events. Furthermore, given that cancer survivors often have a high prevalence of comorbidities and chronic disease risk factors (e.g., obesity, diabetes), adverse events of some kinds (e.g., myocardial infarction) are to be expected simply owing to their age and lifestyle. As noted previously (6, 25), those survivors with intervention induced side effects may not be well enough to complete outcome assessments and thus, loss to follow-up is an important study quality parameter in cancer survivor studies. In studies of exercise in survivors, 88% of studies reviewed for adverse events had a loss to follow-up rate under 20% (6).

Finally, intervention quality matters. In a review of exercise studies targeting cancer fatigue, Brown and colleagues found a mean quality score of 6.8 (of 11 using the Physiotherapy Evidence Database scale (PEDro; ref. 26). In reviewing studies of resistance training in cancer survivors, De Backer and colleagues reported a median quality score of 4 of 10 using a modified PEDro scale (27). One of the most common failings in the study ratings was low adherence and loss to follow-up or failure to report data on either. Well-conducted studies and those relying on a theory of behavior change have been shown to be more efficacious at employing exercise to manage cancer-related fatigue (26). However, use of theory is often underutilized or underreported. In an analysis of exercise studies targeting cancer-related fatigue, Brown and colleagues found only 10 of 44 studies included a theoretical basis for the intervention (26). In reviewing the theories of motivation used to inform physical activity studies in cancer survivors, Pinto and Ciccolo note that only a subgroup of the interventions included in the Speck and colleagues (6) review were based on theory (28). Thus, while the key components of a quality intervention have been identified, they are not systematically included in survivor interventions.

Outcomes

An increasingly diverse number of outcomes are included in cancer survivorship studies ranging from psychological and physical function to symptoms and side effects and, finally, recurrence and overall survival. Intervention trials are typically powered on a single endpoint but assess myriad others. In their review of exercise studies among cancer survivors, Speck and colleagues identified 14 different outcome domains, some which, such as “psychosocial”, “physiological,” and “quality of life” included numerous distinctly assessed outcomes. As noted above, the interventions may be able to measure the endpoints but may not have the appropriate intervention dose or timing to impact change in the outcome.

Endpoints may also vary from those considered clinically relevant, such as side effects of treatment, to those considered patient centered, such as quality of life. In exercise studies, Speck and colleagues found there is less high-quality data on the psychosocial outcomes (e.g., mood, body image, weight concerns) than the quality of life, despite both being patient reported (6). Clinical endpoints may be collected as part of routine care, but the patient-centered outcomes are not. Patients on therapeutic treatment trials may have more uniform work up for endpoints than observed in similar patients receiving routine follow-up after intensive therapy has ceased. This creates challenges for uniform classification of nonfatal endpoints in lifestyle studies.

Understanding how these endpoints change and integrating the research and clinical care can only serve to
improve our understanding of the challenges facing survivors and the opportunities to identify causes and pathways to improvement. Although change in physiologic endpoints may have implications for clinical disease management, that does not always translate into more high-quality intervention studies targeting those outcomes. In the Speck and colleagues review of exercise, no more than 3 high-quality studies had reported on a single physiologic outcome (6). As has been noted elsewhere (29), interventions that test changes in physiologic endpoints, such as serum biomarkers, can help identify the mechanisms by which lifestyle changes alter risk of recurrence or mortality. Much the same way that cancer centers have tracked mortality over time using tumor registries, cancer centers, such as H. Lee Moffitt are moving to routinely collect quality of life data on all cancer patients across the treatment and follow-up periods (Ref. 30; P. Jacobsen, personal communication). Efforts like these have the potential to yield important research data in addition to improving the quality of patient care. A particular advantage of this systematic approach is that the data collected reflect the quality of life of the whole population of cancer center patients, not just the subset who enroll in research studies, reducing volunteer bias.

An added concern when interpreting outcomes in the survival setting is the definition of the endpoint being reported. This issue has recently been raised as a concern in cancer drug trials (31). For example, a recent San Antonio breast conference session on obesity and survival included several studies, but each appeared to have chosen a different endpoint focus: lymph node changes, local recurrence, disease-free survival, disease-specific mortality, and total mortality. A similar approach to endpoint reporting is often seen in prostate cancer (32). Integrating findings with such divergent reporting is both difficult and open to publication bias. From the patient perspective is mortality the most important endpoint, or disease-specific mortality? It seems clinicians focus on disease specific mortality—reflecting their disease treatment focus, yet patients often die from complications of lifestyle (smoking and obesity) with coronary heart disease and diabetes driving mortality, not the underlying malignancy (33). Clearer a priori definition of endpoints and priority among endpoints will help move the science of survivorship forward faster.

Finally, loss to follow-up in intervention trials remains an ongoing challenge, but one that is particularly relevant to survivors. Studies conducted in the United States are further challenged by the lack readily accessible national tumor or death registries as are found in many European countries. The best approach to managing loss to follow-up is to build strong systems to prevent loss to follow-up into the study from the beginning. Approaches found to be successful in prospective cohort studies (34), such as the use of incentives, and face-to-face follow-up, will likely also help interventions in cancer survivors. The use of technology to engage with and track participants can also facilitate this. However, as cancer survivors move within a system of disconnected care, that they are no longer visiting their oncologist may not mean they no longer seek medical care. Engaging with a survivors’ entire care team may facilitate higher follow-up. As noted by Ware and colleagues (35), in behavioral intervention studies, many of the options for handling loss to follow up at the analysis phase result in biased analyses and thus, the best approach is to invest study resources in loss prevention.

Design and Dissemination

Lifestyle intervention trials in cancer survivors can contain enormous heterogeneity that makes issuing simple evidence-based guidelines challenging. Exercise, diet and weight management trials include samples ranging from newly diagnosed patients and those undergoing treatment to long-term survivors more than 5 years since diagnosis (6, 11). Thus, issuing a single simple message that applies to a large segment of the cancer survivor population can be challenging. Although the U.S. Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans (36) provide a single set of guidelines on aerobic, strength, and flexibility training for most U.S. adults, the American College of Sports Medicine Guidelines for cancer survivors separate recommendations by diagnosis and within diagnosis, further based on additional treatment or medical characteristics (37). Intervention trials in cancer survivors to date have largely been efficacy studies, which are valuable for evaluating safety questions, such as in PAL (23, 24), but pose challenges when questions of effectiveness and generalizability inevitably arise. The investigators are currently investigating the broad dissemination of the trial (R21CA152451). Although PAL showed that supervised resistance training for 16 weeks was safe and did not cause or exacerbate lymphedema in breast cancer survivors, the study does not show the safety of strength training overall in that it did not evaluate unsupervised resistance training or resistance training in gynecologic cancer patients experiencing lower limb lymphedema. As such, Schmitz and colleagues have cautioned not to extrapolate study findings too broadly. However, we have argued (38) that the success of smoking cessation programs in childhood cancer survivors (39) and head and neck cancer survivors (40) points to the ability to successfully engage cancer survivors in smoking cessation and that these programs should be implemented more broadly across disease groups. These examples provide bookends for the challenges faced when defining an intervention study population at the beginning and in deciding about the possible marginal value of the evidence for informing the evidence base and broader dissemination and implementation into routine clinical care. Although we would ideally have at least one high-quality randomized controlled trial for each behavior, the practicalities of gathering such data will likely preclude it. As shown in Table 1, the sheer number of studies required (and time and funds necessary to conduct them), leaves the current population of more
than 12 million cancer survivors without advice on how to adopt a healthy lifestyle. As a result, we have called for more focus on under what circumstances clinicians and the survivorship community can extrapolate data to address the desire of survivors to improve their lifestyle in a safe and effective manner (38). Further challenging the ability of clinicians and researchers to make decisions about extrapolation and implementation are the gaps in reporting key features of trials. In reviewing exercise trials, Speck and colleagues report that only 24% of intervention studies provided an adequate description of the study population including diagnosis, treatment, race/ethnicity, gender, and socio-demographic variables (6). In contrast with drug treatment trials that often narrowly define a study population by numerous disease subtypes, comorbidities and behavioral risk factors, lifestyle intervention studies are often broader in their recruitment criteria. Although this improves the generalizability (41–43), it can also serve as a barrier to uptake by clinicians accustomed to a narrowly defined set of study eligibility criteria. Other factors common to intervention trials in cancer survivors also limit uptake, including the high costs of implementing the evidence base (and the lack of cost data in most trials), the lack of population diversity in trials ranging from few minorities to populations clustered around academic medical centers. Trials in rural cancer patients are emerging but come with necessary differences in their approach to the intervention—often relying on nonface to face contact approaches and unsupervised interventions. In such settings, investigators rely on self-reported measures of intervention adherence or outcomes, though remote wireless devices could bridge this gap. Self-report reduces the costs associated with the intervention, but can be considered a limitation in systematic reviews. Such reviews may better define methods to adjust for bias in self-report when synthesizing data using regression approaches to estimate the expected magnitude of benefit in the broader patient population.

Dissemination and implementation science provides an opportunity for thinking about these issues during intervention study design, through approaches like RE-AIM (44) and when evaluating the evidence base to make programmatic or policy recommendations (38). Thus, calls have been made more broadly for a focus on practical clinical trials, which reflect routine clinical care and a focus on future implementation in study design (42). This approach has been taken in other clinical areas, as was done with the Practice-based Opportunity for Promotion of Weight Reduction (POWER) trials sponsored by NHLBI (45, 46), which focused on the effectiveness of interventions in routine clinical practice. The survivorship community must balance the need for effectiveness research with the limited amount of efficacy data currently available for many interventions and outcomes to generate recommendations that are both effective and safe.

Concluding Remarks

Despite increasing interest in using intervention trials to assess the role of lifestyle in reducing risk of recurrence and mortality in cancer survivors, conducting these trials poses numerous challenges (47). The sample sizes required to evaluate disease-free survival are large and obtaining the necessary adherence to the intervention can be challenging. Layered on the challenges of operating a well-conducted trial are those posed by the current funding environment in the United States, where most large initiatives are funded by NIH and limited to RO1 mechanisms lasting no more than 5 years.
years. As noted by others, to conduct a trial of disease-free survival requires recruiting a larger sample to account for a short follow-up time, or limiting the study population to individuals at higher risk for the primary endpoint (47). As a result, other approaches to make evidence-based guideline and program implementation decisions such as cross-design synthesis will be necessary. Although the ideal would be to have randomized trial data for each lifestyle intervention in each cancer patient population (in some cases further stratified by clinical indicators) to evaluate physiological, psychological, quality of life, and disease-free survival endpoints, the feasibility of doing so, particularly in a resource-limited funding environment is small. Thus, we see a need to begin identifying ways in which the clinical and research communities can draw from other studies, be they observational or intervention trials in other populations (e.g., weight loss in the general population) to speed translation of research to improve outcomes for cancer patients.
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